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OBSIDIAN -Lear on

someone els mistaks, couse

its cheaper Anonymous (ID:

mQYXeftL ) 3 hours ago

No.3452381



/biz/ - Business &amp;

Finance



Hello anons. I am whale who

is in bitcoin/blockchain

movement since '12. I lost

hundreds of bitcoin since then

on scams or fraud so I know

how its works. This is why I

am sure by shilling it and if

you will invest in it you will be

comfy as you invested in eth

when it was under $1. To be

clear I Invested at least one

Bitcoin in stratis,

antshares(NEO), monaco, OMG, 0x and more ICO and I am still holding that.

Well mostly cause I sold around 3btc worth of some of them at the top to buy

some goods like car or gold(I own real metal not digital) and I reinvest it

during dips.

I am 27years old from central Europe where avg salary is like $500 so I and

my family and friends have a good life. Remember when you will be in

lamboland

&gt;SHARING IS CARREING -karma is real, help your closest family and

friends. Give them some money if they are fucked or tech them how to

crypto. Give your closest friends paperwallet with 0.01btc worth of OMG,

NEO or ODN and tell them that they cant sell it for next 5 years.

&gt;TRUST ME. THERE IS NO BETTER FEELING THAT CHANGING

SOMEONE ELSE LIFE

&gt;

OK lets make money anon:

&gt;

I posted it in other thread but I will post it once again cause I like you anons.

&gt;do not reply until I will post two posts here

Anonymous (ID: mQYXeftL ) 3 hours ago No.3452391

odn.png (9 KB, 540x91) google iqdb



I am comfy as fuck, I talked a lot on slack with devs an they dont give a

fuck about marketing until they will be sure that distribution and

technology will be perfect. I am comfy as never before couse of the

team. if you look at them on webpage tab /team you will see autistic

kind of pedophile-like guys who spend all their yougn live in basement

coding. I am sure that this blockchain will be top20 in 6 month from now.

This team is idealistic as much as possible and they dont give a fuck

about shilling it in media as 95% of new project right now. This is real

life use product and every one who kwon technology will invest in it.

&gt;

For all poor guys with &lt;$500 budget put everythign that you have in it

when it will be on some exchange(cryptopia, liqui, bittrex -IMO this will

be the order of exchanges), withraw all your coins on wallet, turn on



No.3452381



50k odn holder here







leave
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at least

of the year. When you will chceck
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worth of your holdings on hangover 1st of january '18 you will see x100

your initial investment.

&gt;

To be clear, I am not pajeet shilling some shitcoins or coins that I have

heavy bags. I am in bitcoin/blockchain community since late '12 so

before $1000 pump. I bought my first bitcoin at $20 and I am sure that it

will be one of major blockchain players in near future.

I will sell it once. Together with my whale-friends we will FUD it hard in

next 4 weeks to accumulate as much as we can under $1. I am talking

to you poor anon. If you want to do whatever you want and do not give a

fuck about money you have a chance to buy at least 1 masternode(10k

odn). You have to do it untill end of september if you are able to invest

at least $10.000 couse since november you will not see it under $1.
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Anonymous (ID:



mQYXeftL )



3 hours ago No.3452404



&gt;ok shilling anon, why the hell I will not have to work till rest of my live If

I own Obsidian Mast&gt;your coins x 0.1 / 365(days) = your daily odn

income

later there will beernode?

&gt;Lets do some math

POS will give you 10% per year so

&gt;

possible to run own masternode (10k odn) which will give you additional

10%

&gt;

So until masternods will be live If you have 10k odn you will earn

&gt;2.74ODN DAILY

and when Masternodes will be live (Q1 '18) you will earn over 5ODN per

day with no cos.

I think that till end of the year one ODN will be worth at least $10 so

your investment now will give you AT LEAST* $50 per day till end of you

sad(for now and if you will not invest in ODN) live but every day your

holding will grow and every day woy will earn more ODN.

so tl;dr go all in, send it to paperwallet and change your live in next year.

Anonymous (ID:



f4eBRY9g )



3 hours ago No.3452409



thank you, based euro poster. your words ring true to me, and i shall

heed your advice and hold my ODN long term.

qVXbHXkJ )



3 hours ago No.3452421 &gt;&gt;3452542



Anonymous (ID: mQYXeftL ) 3 hours ago No.3452542 &gt;&gt;3452564

&gt;&gt;3452582 &gt;&gt;3452610

&gt;&gt;3452421

It's my one account and I am going to buy 50k more once it hit

exchange. Prepare for heavy FUD so price (I hope so will fall to &lt;$0.50

&gt;&gt;3452432

I am not paid shiller this time. Sorry for my english but I am drunked

and I have mood to share such info for free with anons.

&gt;

DESU I am full on crypto and I have own consulting company about

crypto and my clieants pay me a lot of money for info like this. You dont

have to trust me. I belive in karma, that's all

I know that this thread will disappear tommorow but I will screenshot it

and I will post every time when ODN will reach $1 more since one

dollar next month.

Faggot post proof of your early purchases

Anonymous (ID:



hYSMBYU/ )



3 hours ago No.3452426
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Anonymous (ID:



what is the pattern of these god like coins? how do you tell from the

beginning?







(ID:fit 4q3owkAv

hours

ago No.3452432 &gt;&gt;3452542
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Anonymous (ID: mQYXeftL ) 3 hours ago No.3452542 &gt;&gt;3452564

&gt;&gt;3452582 &gt;&gt;3452610

&gt;&gt;3452421

It's my one account and I am going to buy 50k more once it hit

exchange. Prepare for heavy FUD so price (I hope so will fall to &lt;$0.50

&gt;&gt;3452432

I am not paid shiller this time. Sorry for my english but I am drunked

and I have mood to share such info for free with anons.

&gt;

DESU I am full on crypto and I have own consulting company about

crypto and my clieants pay me a lot of money for info like this. You dont

have to trust me. I belive in karma, that's all

I know that this thread will disappear tommorow but I will screenshot it

and I will post every time when ODN will reach $1 more since one

dollar next month.
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This guy is a fucking paid shill. He can't even greentext correctly and

speaks broken pajeet english.

Anonymous (ID:



1rmNnKh1 )



3 hours ago No.3452564 &gt;&gt;3452610



&gt;&gt;3452542

it's a c# chat app that we are supposed to fund for you. how about you

go away loser

Anonymous (ID:



f4eBRY9g )



3 hours ago No.3452582



&gt;&gt;3452542

thx bro

just know at least 1 person here really appreciates your kind and

insightful words

Anonymous (ID:



yrok1ZEq )



3 hours ago No.3452610 &gt;&gt;3452627



&gt;&gt;3452564

&gt;&gt;3452542

Holding 2k here, it's a garbage stratis clone and the wallet is shite it will

probably go to $1 but not before end of November so I'm going to hodl

til then.. it's garbage though

Anonymous (ID:



f4eBRY9g )



3 hours ago No.3452627 &gt;&gt;3452650



&gt;&gt;3452610

yeah i think I trust the OP more than you, dumb faggot. can tell by the

way you write that you're stupid

Anonymous (ID:



yrok1ZEq )



3 hours ago No.3452650



&gt;&gt;3452627

I don't really care but try to run the wallet for yourself and talk to the

devs in slack, the wallet is like everything other qt framework c# wallet

fork out there, not exciting and not very good looking.. I hope it goes up

but I'm just being honest



Ok non-tech anons, you do not have to know everything but you will

only make money when you will invest in things that know how works.

Or you are lucky.

&gt;Obsidian is a completely decentralized messaging Platform. Built in C#

using a blockchain based on the proven technology of Stratis utilizing

both Masternodes and Service Nodes. Unlike many other coins that use

Proof-of-work, Obsidian uses Proof-of-Stake

&gt;

Its concept depeloped since '14 by autistic programmers who trully

belive in honest anonymity.
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Anonymous (ID: mQYXeftL ) 3 hours ago No.3453009

&gt;&gt;3453270 (You) &gt;&gt;3453498







it gonna

livefitand
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publish security audit or you can
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ask your friends who know how cryptography works you will realize that

OBSIDIAN is first truly end-to end anonymous messenger. Level ODN

of encryption cant be reached by only any avaliable blockchain or only

C# or only .NET separately.

&gt;Its really have hyge chance to be killer app using by darknet, terrorist,

fucked up countries like turkey, china or Korea or for just niche of people

who care about their own anonymity. All current messengers like

Whatsapp, telegram or fb messenger are not anonymous at all(pic rel).

&gt;

I am not shilling it, its fucking next big thing that is here to stay for a long

time
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Anonymous (ID:



gG/8Od5u )



2 hours ago No.3453270 &gt;&gt;3453329



&gt;&gt;3453009

No, anon I completely agree with you. Any big investments made have

been through philosophy. Bitcoin itself is a philosophy of freedom, even

if temporary, from the toxic western banking systems and terrible

governments. XMR and OMG are also the same way. They have a

vision that matters more to everyone. Open source keeps our projects

honest and safer.

Wish you the best anon.

Anonymous (ID: mQYXeftL ) 2 hours ago No.3453329 &gt;&gt;3453382

&gt;&gt;3453442 (You) &gt;&gt;3453498

&gt;&gt;3453270 (You)

Great to know that there are people who know real value of this

technology. Add me on Obsidian Messenger mate @JTLEU5Rc4A

Anonymous (ID:



sgMb/YfP )



2 hours ago No.3453382 &gt;&gt;3453453



&gt;&gt;3453329

I'm going to actually use this coin. Not for traing but I'm legit going to

use it. Kinda neat to see blockchain come this far

Anonymous (ID:



gG/8Od5u )



2 hours ago No.3453442



&gt;&gt;3453329

Definitely will, have to pass out for a bit but we will be in touch.

Anonymous (ID:



mQYXeftL )



2 hours ago No.3453453 &gt;&gt;3453464



&gt;&gt;3453382

yeah same

It gonna be actually my first blockchain that I am going to use in real life.

So far I am using only bitcoin to cash out from meme coins, ethereum

and litecoin for transfer and I used to use gems with communicator but it

seems to be dead now.

&gt;

Well one of basic rules of investing is

&gt;Invest in something that you would use in everyday life

Anonymous (ID:



f4eBRY9g )



2 hours ago No.3453464



Anonymous (ID:



t6ekuMR0 )



2 hours ago No.3453498



&gt;&gt;3453009

&gt;&gt;3453329

&gt;Its really have hyge chance to be killer app using by darknet, terrorist,

fucked up countries like turkey, china or Korea or for just niche of people

who care about their own anonymity. All current messengers like

Whatsapp, telegram or fb messenger are not anonymous at all(pic rel).
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&gt;&gt;3453453

yup, hearing about people wanting to actually USE the coin, wow. if

that's not bullish, you ain't paying attention.







thiscoisfitexactly

was

telling IOC fudders on here a few
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days ago. Obsidian is not meant to be a jack of all trades, it is going to

specialize in a certain niche that no one has touched yet; truly

anonymous messaging.

This is not meant to appeal to normies, and it shouldnt. It appeals to a

certain group of people that have a need for anonymous, unhackable

messaging, period end of story.

Yeah of course the team has plans to expand the platform but for now

its focus is anonymous messaging.

Anonymous (ID:



t6ekuMR0 )
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2 hours ago No.3453553



Oh and the great thing about this is their marketing is on point, here you

have a bunch of autists/incels/super nerds, and already I can tell from

their website they know exactly what they are doing, they know their

audience.

Its a simple concept and thats all you need to make it work.

Anonymous, unhackable, unspyable messaging. Boom. its about damn

time.

Anonymous (ID: oqT4aQUD ) 2 hours ago No.3453575 &gt;&gt;3453626

&gt;&gt;3453657 &gt;&gt;3453915

Truly anonymous messaging sounds great, but why will that make a

coin worth money? I'm not trying to FUD but I don't understand.

Anonymous (ID:



rBtyn+p+ )



2 hours ago No.3453626



&gt;&gt;3453575

Have to incentivize people to run nodes.

Anonymous (ID:



t6ekuMR0 )



2 hours ago No.3453657 &gt;&gt;3453748



&gt;&gt;3453575

Simple - because there is huge demand for anonymous messaging. The

nodes help run the service.

Anonymous (ID:



oqT4aQUD )



1 hour ago No.3453748 &gt;&gt;3453793



&gt;&gt;3453657

So a coin is essentially a "share" in this service which acts as a

decentralised company?

Anonymous (ID:



Np4Nekry )



1 hour ago No.3453793



&gt;&gt;3453748

Sometimes I wonder if these are serious questions or some high end

trolling.

Anonymous (ID: mQYXeftL ) 1 hour ago No.3453915 &gt;&gt;3453941

pobrane (3).jpg (427 KB, 1760x1024) google iqdb



&gt;&gt;3453575

The biggest value of such truly anonymous

and decentralized Messenger is that future of

this project belongs to the community who are

going to use it. Every communicator even if it want to be anonymous

have to earn some money. And how you can monetize messenger? By

selling users data or putting ads. Thanks to ICO ant tokens team have

the motivation to add as much value to ODN as they can because their

coins will be worth more. So far they collect money only from ICO and

they have some premined coins dedicated to VC investment. Thanks to

this every bigger investment will not affect market price so there will be

natural growth.

&gt;
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guys develop OBSIDIAN blockchain in their basements since '14 and

they are kind of Idealistic so there will be no option to sell their child.

Thanks ICO and tokens they can be full time on this project and in

future you would be able to store files in truly secure network, send

value through messenger and do whatever you want cause this platform

is C# and .NET friendly so hundreds of thousands actual programmers

could make app on top of it in programming language that they know

and are good with. There will be no need to learn for them completely

new language so entry level is so damn low.

Now we can only imagine how this platform will be used in future but

IMO all silkroad and darknet will switch to it in near future. I talked with

devs about security audit and its gonna be released maybe even this

month so after that there will be a lot of articles about how secure it is

and Its gonna make any other communicator obsolete.

Now in Q4 there will be also iphone and android app and maybe even

this year or in Q1'18 voice and video calls.

Totally encrypted. It will be fucking game changer and one year from

now it will be in monero price level.
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&gt;&gt;3453915

preach it, brotha
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